What is a cohort analysis?

“A cohort is simply a fancy name for a group” - David Skok (@BostonVC)

In SaaS, we use cohort analysis to observe what happens to a group of customers that join in a particular time period. So we have a January 2015 cohort, a February 2015 cohort, etc. We then visualise how our various cohorts behave over time.

How to read a cohort analysis

Below is the most common cohort visualisation you’ll come across in SaaS. It can be quite confusing the first time you see this diagram (time is going in two directions, half the cells are empty, etc). Like everything, it’s simple once you understand it. Below are some pointers on how to read this diagram and why it looks the way it does.

You could look at a cohort for just a single month, in which case there would be one row. The primary reason for stacking multiple rows like this is so you can see patterns evolving over time by scanning columns from top to bottom. In the above diagram we see the high churn rates observed in month two improving in August 2014, and then holding at those lower rates.

---

**Grammar tip:** An analysis (singular), many analyses (plural).
Why are cohorts so useful?
A cohort analysis lets you see a more complete picture of how your subscriptions evolve over their lifetime.

Instead of looking at aggregate numbers like churn rate, a cohort analysis visualises the way your churn rate evolves over the lifetime of a group (cohort) of customers who converted in the same time period (usually a specific month).

This allows you to find answers to questions like:
• At which point in the lifespan of a subscription is churn at its highest?
• Does churn stabilise after some period of time?

You can then use this information to take appropriate action by focusing customer success efforts where churn is highest (e.g. in months one and two if we’re seeing high churn in month two like on page one). Then we can see if we had an impact and reduced the area of high churn based on later cohorts.

Common uses in SaaS
The most common metrics used in SaaS cohort analyses are churn rate and retention rate (either customer or MRR).

The metric in each cell is usually relative to the previous column’s cell, but you can also compare against the original cohort value to get a different perspective.

Segmentation, segmentation, segmentation
The key to creating meaningful cohort analyses is segmenting your customers. Cohorts only really work well with monthly subscriptions (or shorter time intervals) and it’s very important not to mix annual subscriptions into your monthly cohorts.

If you have enough data to play with it’s also useful to segment (filter) your cohorts by plan and geographical region to get a really granular look at how your subscriptions evolve.

Other ways to visualise a cohort analysis
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Here each bar shows the MRR growth from customers added in each month of 2014. This cohort visualisation shows the power of having negative churn (aka SaaS nirvana).
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Over time the company is doing a better job of reducing churn. Each new cohort has less churn at each stage in their lifetime.

Churn starts off high then tapers off, indicates that the remaining users are more likely to stay.
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